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Tracer of Complex Movement by Using Five Optical Line
Detectors and Fifth-Order Cross-Correlation Analysis

Kyung Y. Jhang*, Yuji Saito* * and Takuso Sato* *
(Received August 10, 1992)

A new method to detect the trace of complex movement of vehicle by using five optical line
detectors and fifth-order cross-correlation analysis is proposed. In this method, the curvature

and center coordinates of trace segment can be estimated simultaneously together with the
velocity of the vehicle's motion. Hence the trace of the vehicle in a fixed measuring time interval

can be detected as a circular arc and the whole trace is reconstructed as the connection of these
arcs. To confirm the usefulness of the proposed method, an actual measurement system has been

constructed and experiments using the sham road of which movement was controlled have been
carried out. The details of the principle, system construction and the results are shown.
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1 Introduction

Trace measurement is required not only to

record the trace of vehicle but also to detect the
breaking away of the automatically or remotely

controlled vehichle from the desired course and
so to confirm whether the vehicle has been moved
exactly according to the control or not.

The most commonly used method for the trace
measurement is to iterate the measurement of

velocity and steering angle in short time intervals
to reconstruct the trace as a sequence of straight

lines. There have been two ways to measure
velocity and steering angle: one is the contact or
direct method and another is the without contact

or indirect method. The example of the former
one are the tachometer and the steering angle de-
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tector. In the direct method, however, the me

chanical contact error, for instance, may results in
the velocity detecting error dur to the slip between
tires and the road or steering angle deviation due

to the pressure unbalance between right and left
tires. To avoid these defects, serveral indirect or

without contact methods have been developed.
Among them, second-order cross-correlation
method (Idogawa, 1975), spatial filter (Kobaya
shi, 1980), Doppler velocimetry (Mason, 1979),

etc. are used for velocity detection, and as for the

steering angle detection, several kinds of gyro
scopes have been developed (Bergh, 1984 and
Konno, 1989).

The basis of most of the above me~thod, how

ever, is to approximate the trace as a combi
natioin of straight lines, so it is difficult to detect
the trace of actual complex movement with good

accuracy. Moreover, it needs the combination of
the two measurement systems, one for the velocity
detection and another for the steering angle detec
tion .

In this paper, a new method to measure the
trace of a complex movement with a single mea-
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surement system by using five optical line detec

tors mounted on the vehicle and fifth-order cross
correlation analysis of the detected signals is

proposed. It is an extension of the second-order

cross-correlation method which measures the
mean velocity by using second-order correlation

analysis for the estimation of the time delay
between two detectors separated by a finite dis

tance. In the new system, however, five line detec

tors and fifth-order cross-correlation analysis are
used, so that the curvature and its center coordi

nates as well as the velocity of the vehicle can be

detected simultaneously. The trace that the vehicle

has moved during the fixed time interval can be
estimated as a circular arc and the whole trace is

reconstructed sequencially by connecting these
arcs. Thus this method may have significant

advantages over the previous straight line approx

imation method in the accuracy especially when
the motion of the vehicle is complex and the

implementation to practical system is also easy.
To confirm the usefulness of the proposed

method, a prototype measurement system has
been constructed and preliminary experiments

using the sham road have been carried out where
we moved the sham road instead of directly
moving the vehicle. As the sham road, mono

chrome photographs of the real road and the plate

with the randomly distributed white and black
pattern on the surface have been used.

The details of the principle, required signal
processings, including the fifth-order cross-corre

lation analysis, and the experimental results are

shown in the following.

2. Principles

Figure I illustrates the turning motion of a

vehicle with angular velocity CUR' where the
optical line detectors are mounted on the vehicle.

The point OR is the arbitrarily established referen
ce point to represent the motion of the vehicle as
the trace of this point. In the present case, it is set
conveniently at the center of the group of line

detectors. Our purpose is to approximate the trace

Fig. 1 Parameters to identify the trace of vehicle
moving according to the circular arc

of this reference point by a circular arc by deter

mining center coordinates (XR,YR), radius of cur

vature PR and veloctiy VR . The methodology to
measure these parameters will be dlescribed in

sections A and B. By repeating this measurement
and sequentially connecting the detected arcs, the

whole trace is reconstructed. This reconstruction

process is described in the section C.

2.1 Trace detection as the approximated
circular arc

In order to obtain the four parameters which

determine the trace in a segment, that is, coordi

nates of center, XR, YR, radius of curvature PR, and
velocty VR , five optional line detectors, denoted

LD1 - LDs are used, and fifth-order crosscor
relation analysis is applied to the detected signals.

The optical line detectors are arranged so that

they intersect the x axis at x=O, X"=X" X=Xz,

X=X3 and X=X4' respectively where 0<Xl<X2<

X3 < X4, as shown in Fig. 2. In this arrangement,
the line detectors LD1 and LDs are put so that
they are parallel to each other. The other line

detectors, LDz, LD3 and LD4 , however, are put
on the lines given by the equation Y =(x - Xl)tan

13, Y = (x - X2)tan rand Y = (x - X3)tan Yr' respec
tively, where 0< If! < r<13<iT/2. Moreover, the
five line detectors are arranged so that do not
intersect each other within the detection area.

The line detectors are used to observe the
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passing through these two windows. The reason
of introducing these two windows will be discus
sed in the next section.

To explain the principle let us consider a
stream of images passing through a window in the

form of a circular arc with the motion parameters

XR, YR, P and V, as illustrated in Fig. 4, where Pi
(i = 1-5) are the cross points of the image stream

and each detector, and a i( i = I - 4) are angles

between the lines connecting the point Pi and the
center of curvature. Then, path length of the

image stream between the line detectors depend

on the motion parameters and the detector's
arrangement, hence inversely we can obtain infor

mation on these motion parameters from the

delays of detected signals among the line detec
tors.

The required time delays of the image stream
between the first detector and the others can be

estimated by applying the fifth-order cross-eor
relation analysis to the five detected signals.

Here, the fifth-order moment function m5( n, [2,

[3' [.) of the detected signals is defined by

m5([to[2,[3,[4)= ~ iTat(t)a2(t+ n)a3(t+ [2)

x a.( t + [3)a5(t + [.) dt, (2)

x

Detected signals

a, a2 a3 a. as

Optical Focused image
line detectors -x::.:;J~~~~6("'-'"-----of the road

o

/'
Windows,

Fig. 2 Arrangement of optical line detectors with
two windows on the first detector

-/

Lenses

Fig. 3 Focusing of the road image pattern and its
detection by optical line detectors

movement of corresponding lines on the road

surface as the intensity variation of the reflected
light as the signal, as shown in Fig. 3, where the

road surface is imaged on the front of the detec
tors by the lenses. Hence the time histroy of

detected signals can be represented as follows,

a,(t)= iLls,H, t) dl, <i=1-5), (I)

where, s,(l"t) <i=1-5) are the light intensity
detected at the position I, on the i-th line detector

LD, at time t, and L, is the length of LD,.
On the first line detector, however, properly

separated two narrow windows are provided so

that it detects only the stream of the road image
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(9)

used as the supplementary parameters. They are

shown in Fig. 4. In the derivation of p and V, the
relations (3), (4) and al = 2Q were used, and xo,

Yo are derived from the geometrical relationship

between B" Q, p and YI' These relations can be
reducd to the following two relations in terms of

the two supplementary parameters Bt and Q, by

substituting al(i=1-4) represented by BI, Q, p

and YI into Eqs. (5) and (6):

sine r+ CIQ) - ZI =tan BI{cos( r+ cI~2)+Zz},
(13)

sine IJf+CzQ)-Za=tan BI{cos( 1Jf+ czQ) +Z4},

(14)

(7)

pal_ (3)IT-n,

ai, J:!. (4)
as [4

az, [z -::.IL (5)
as [4

,

aa, [a-n (6)
as [4 ,

p

2 cos BI Sin(~:Q)'

V=,2pQ (8)
n '

I
XR==2'{X4+sgn(p) tan Blj(2pcos BI)Z-x/},

where, as = a, + a2 + aa + a4'

Then, the four parameters to define the motion of

the image stream can be derived from the detected

delays T;( i = 1,2,3,4) in connection with the geom
etry of the detectors' arrangement as follows:

where, T is the interval of data acquisition.
Now, let us assume that the road image patterns

are sufficiently random over the road surface,
hence the image stream Gan be represented as a

random process with o-function-like-moment fun
ction up to fifth-order ones.

Then the fifth-order moment function between
the detected signals will have a peak point at the

coordinates (1"1,1"2,1"3,1"4) which satisfies the fol
lowing relations:

I
YR= YI +2'{x4tanBI-sgn(p)

j(2pcos BI)2_ X/}, (10)

where, sgn( ) shows the sign of the arguement and

YI is the y-coordinate of the point PI> which is
given by

YI= Ya+(X4-XI + ta~al3 )tan( BI-Q)

-- x4tan BI , ( II)

and where, Ya is given by

Ya= {X4 +2p cos( BI- Q)sin( n ~ [4 Q ) - Xl}

tan 13. (12)
In the above relation, BI and Q( = BI- fh) are
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Fig. 5 Evaluation of the tracing parameters at the
reference point OR from the measured ones at
two windows

ough each window may be reconstructed one by
one from the corresponding peaks observed on

the fifth-order moment space.

The motion parameters of the reference point is
estimated as the average of the motions derived

from each window. That is, we get the final value
of parameters as follows,

where, Xo and Yo are coordinates of the reference

point OR, and VRA and VRB are obtained from

(PRA/ PA) VA and (PRB/ PB) VB' respectively.

2.2 Necessity of windows and its effect
Line detectors detect the variation of two

dimensional flow of road image integrated over
the line. The windows provided on the first line

detector are used to extract one-dimensional im
age streams from such two-dimensional image

flow. Figure 6 shows practical three types of
window. (a) shows the replacement of the first

line detector by a point detector in order to obtain
exactly one-dimensional line il1)age stream, but in
this cace, the correlation between the signals

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

VB

y

XR =CtRA +XRB)/2,

YR =(YRA +YRB)/2,

PR=j(XO- XR)Z+(yO- YR)2,

VR=( VRA + VRB)/2,

Window B

Window A

sin( [j - [. Q)
Z - {(JEDL 1)(' Q n~.-X. tan I[f - sm --'-(Z:;Q~)

sm -
[j

sin( [z- n Q)
+sin(cjQ) . (~~ ) )}

sm --Q
n

sin(~Q) .
X IL_ sm I[f. ([3- [ZQ) X. •sm---

n
(18)

Finally, by elimination OJ from these relations

we get

sinh' + I[f + (Cj - ez)Q} + Z. sin( y+ CIQ)

+ Z3 cos( y + CjQ) - Zz sin( I[f + czQ)

- Zj cos( I[f + czQ) - ZIZ. + Z ZZ3=0. (19)

The solution Q satisfying this relation corre

sponds to the motion parameters to be estimated.
That is, by solving Eq. (19) by the proper numeri

cal method, four parameters in Eqs. (7) - (10) can

be determined, where (Jj is determined by Eq.

(13) or Eq. (14). If its solution exists near Q=O,

the detected curvature will be very large and we

can regard the trace of the image stream as a
straight line which means that vehicle's motion is

straight. the uniqueness of the solution ofEq. (19)

over the region of measurable curvature limited
by the size of system could be verfied although the

detailes are omitted.
In this way, the required parameters to define

the motion of image stream have been derived

from the time delays between the detectors in

connection with the geometry of detector arrange
ment. By the way, these parameters should be
converted into the motion parameters, of the
reference point of the vehicle. And, if there exists
magnification in the lens system, of course, it

should be taken into consider also.
Now, in the above discussions, we have consid

ered only one image stream passing through a

window. But, when two windows A and Bare
used as shown in Fig. 5, the fifth-order moment
function of the detected signals will have two
peaks and the trace of image stream passing thr-
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o X

Fig. 7 Translation of the moving coordinate system
x-yon the vehicle into the fixed coordinates
system X-Y on the actual road

pOint~
Detector --I / / / I ---

Narrow~
Windows~

Fig. 6 Effect of employing two narrow windows
instead of point detector or a broad window

y

J

(XR.m,YR.m) or

(XR.m. YR.m)

Yrn

. '-Xm·J
Pm . l 1m·]

(XPm.l'YPm.l)

(31)

(30)

Finally, substituting the relations between unit

vectors given by

(27)

(32)

(33)

(26)

i m= Tu.mI+ T"y,mJ,

jm'" Tu,mI + 7~'Y,mJ,

.lPm=.lR.m-PR,msin(¢m-am), (24)

YPm= YR.m + PR.mCOS(¢m - am), (25)

where rPm is the turning angle and am is the

tangential angle of the trace at point Pm-I, which
are given by as follows,

rPm 0= WR,m T =_~Jlo!". T,
PR,m

amc=tan-
I
( .~:: ).

Then, when we use the unit vector im- h jm-I, I
and J as defined in the figure, the coordinates of

the point Pm and the center of curvature can be

represented in the fixed coordinate system X - Y
as follows,

X pm = X pm - 1+Ctpmim- I +Ypmim-I)[, (28)

YR,m = }';om-I +CtR.mim-1 +YR,mjm-tlJ,

(29)

XR,m = X Pm - 1+ (.lR,mim .. 1 +YR,m.,;m-I)I,

into Eqs. (28)-(31), we can get following new
representations,

detectd by the point detector and the other line

detectors will become very week. Utilization of a

broad window in order to increase the correlation

between the detected signals. as shown in (b),

however, will reduce the spatial resolution, since

the ambiguity of the peak position in the correla

tion space will appear. On the other hand, if we

use two narrow windows separated properly as

shown in (c). the degree of correlation and the

accuracy of the peak .detection may be

maintained. From these consideration, we em

ployed the type (c). Actually. the exact location of

the image stream is estimated from the correlation

analysis in our method, although it may be pre

determined roughly from the arrangement of the

detectors.

2.3 Reconstruction of the whole trace
For the reconstruction of the whole trace, a

fixed coordinate system X - Y is considered,

besides the moving coordinate system x - Y which

has its origin at the reference point of the vehicle.

as are shown in Fig. 7. Subscript ,n means that it

is determined from the data acquisited during the

time interval from (m-I)T to ;nT, where Tis

the measuring time interval. Thus point Pm-I and

Pm becomes respectively the starting point and the

ending point of the trace measured during the

time interval between (m-l) T and m T. Then the

coordinates of the point Pm can be determined in

the .lm-I - Ym-] coordinate system as follows,
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XPm = X Pm - 1 + Xpm Txx,m-l + YPm TYX,m-l, (34)

Y pm = Y Pm - 1 + XPm TXy,m-l + YPm Tyy,m-b (35)

XR,m=Xpm - 1 + XR,m Txx,m-l + YR,m TYX,m-b (36)

YR,m = Y pm - 1+XR,m TXy,m-l +YR,m Tyy,m-l, (37)

where, the components Txx,m, Txy,m' Tyx,m' Tyy,m

are given by

Txx,m =COSrPm Txx,m-l +sinrPm TYX,m-b (38)

Txy,m =COSrPm TXy,m-l +sin¢m Tyy,m-b (39)

Tyx,m = -sin¢m Txx,m-l + cos rPm TYX,m-b (40)

Tyy,m= -sin¢m TXy,m-l +COSrPm Tyy,m-l' (41)

In this way, we can reconstruct the whole trace in

the fixed coordinate system from the measured
motion parameters.

3. Construction of the Optical Line
Detectors

The optical line detectors were constructed by
attaching optical slits, guide and photo diode

array on the image plane of the camera lens
system, as shown schematically in Fig. 8.

Each optical slits extracts the linear section of

the image on the focal plane of the camera. The
locations and the inclinations of line detectors are

set as follows: xl=4, X2= 10,x3= 16, x4=30(mm),

and (3 = 76, y = 68, 1Jf = 62 (degrees). The width of

each slit is 0.2 mm and the vertical length was put

to 20 mm. Also, on the slit corresponding to the
first detector, two windows with the 2 mm length

are set at the positions Y =5 mm and Y =15 mm,
respectively.

The photo diode arrays detect the light inten
sity of the image passed through the correspond

ing slit. Each array was constructed by combining
three photo diodes (Sharp BS500B). The guide

was inserted between the photo diode arrays and

the slits in order to reduce the unevenness of the
light intensity detection sensitivity of the array

due to the directivity of the photo diode.

4. Signal Processing

The outputs of three photo-diode detectors
corresponding to one line detector are summed
and a single detected signal is obtained for each

line detector. Since the bandwidth of the detected
signals was found to be less than 200 Hz for the
movement of the tested object, a low pass filter

with cutoff frequency of 200 Hz is also used.

And detected signals are AID converted at a
sampling rate of I kHz, and sent to the compuder

for fifth order correlation analysis. The total time

Detected signals ""0
,8
c. 1.0

\ I ~ IiE

~
«

)~!~~J~Mi'~\f \N!YI.)t~r\..i \l~,r'f~'<iJ~\,~"0 0,0"Photo .~
;;

Detector E -1.0
Array 0

Z 0.0 1.0 2.0

I I I I Time (sec)

et///~
Optical

(a)Guide
c:

.12
1.0tl

c:
~~

L///.P
c: 1:l
0;.:

''': C';l 0.0
Optical ,g E

~ 0Slits oZ
g~

'5 -1.0«
0- -0,1 0,0 0.1

Lag time (sec)
Attached on the focus (b)
plane of the camera

Fig. 9 An example of the detected signal and its
Fig. 8 Construction of optical line detectors auto-correlation function
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Fig. 10 First experiment using turn table

~
Tum table
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II )11 ,"
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0.0 Lag time 1:\ (sec) 1.0

Fig. 11 A sectional view of 5th order moment func
tion

was attached was measured, as is shown in Fig.
10, where various curvatures were prepared by
changing the measuring position of the camera.
Figure II shows one of the peak in the section of
the observed fiftt-order moment funciton along
lag time T, which was computed for the fixed
value of T2 - T. at the peak point. At the selected
peak point the fifth-order moment function gives
peak with the highest level, hence that peak point
is used as the real peak corresponding to the
.actual solution, while surplus peaks appeared
along each axis are meaningless because they have

not been predicted in the second-order correlation
analysis.

Table I shows four examples of the results,
where ea:::h of them correspond to four different
measuring positions of the camera (see Fig. 10).
Then, the trace, was reconstructed from these
estimated parameters, Fig. 12 shows an example
of the whole trace reconstruction by connecting 9

5. Experimental Results and Discus
sions

In the experiments, instead of moving the cam
era over the road, we moved the sham road and
measured its relative movement to the fixed cam
era.

First, as an example of the complex movement,
the turning motion was considered, and the
movement of the turn-table on which the mono
chrome photograph of the asphalted real road

period of data collection was about 2 sec, corre
sponding to the number of data of 2048.

An example of the detected signal is shown in
Fig. 9, as well as its autocorrelation function. The
correlation function shows a sufficiently a-fun
ction-like form so it may confirm that the tested
road has sufficiently random distribution. In the
actual calculation of the moment functions, how
ever, the signal is subtracted by the mean value
and only the positive components are used.

The fifth-order cross-correlation analysis was
carried out using an NEC PC9801 ES personal

computer that contains an i80386SX CPU. The
time required for direct calculation of the fifth
order moment functions with 1024 lag points for
four lag axis is extremely large, so first a series of
second-order moments are calculated and positive
peak positions in the fifth-order moment space are
predicted from the result. That is, second-order
moments function for each lag time T, - T. are
first calculated and the corresponding peaks are
determined. Then these peaks are used to select
locations in the fifth-order moment space in
which the fifth-order moment function is calcu
lated, from which the locations with the highest
and the next-to-highest peak value are selected as
correct ones corresponding the windows on the
first detector. The more details are omitted
because this process is similar as our previous
report on the measurement of the velocity field in
the fluid flow (Jhang, 1989 and 1991). From these
observed peak points, the parameters of motion
are estimated according to the proposed
propedure and the trace is reconstructed.
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Table 1 Parameter estimation results. The values in
the parenthesis are the given ones

o
I

Plate with road-like
pattern on the surface

l'u,hinf'

Pull

Fig. 13 Second experiment using continuously mov
ing plate

(0.986)(-53.5)

(14.0) (117) ; (-107) (1.53)
I

22.6 -34.8I 45.4 -1.46
31

I (24.0) (-32.0) (43.0) (-1.53)

I
~~~

13.5 58.8 -48.8 i 1.10

,"(mm) rp"(mm) wd"dN
18.9 -741 842 -1.57

(18.0) -760 (86.1~ (-1.53)

~2-j-11-~12-.1---+--~ I 1.69

y
(mm) . measueed

: given

(mm)

150
4[s] -'-----.... 10(si

I(}O 150 200 250 300 )50 x (mm)

Fig. 14 Trace reconstruction result of the second
experiment

8[s]

- :mcasured

-- :glven

o[s]

ISO 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 x imrn)111(]

lis]

50

50

1()()... ---r--~
... ---"1----~-,

50

1()()

-50 .

Fig. 12 Trace reconstruction result by connection
nine arcs measured individually in the first
experiment using turn table

one. They show good agreement each other and
from above results the usefulness of our system
could be confirmed.

traces individually measured at various camera
positions and revolutions of the turn-table. The

dotted line is the given trace obtained from the

given parameters. The measured tace shows good
agreement with the given one.

As an another example of the complex move
ment, the continuously moving plate was measur

ed, as shown in Fig. 13, where the plate had been
painted in black and small pieces of white paper

scattered on its surface. This plate is drew putting

its one side to fixed roller so that the plate moves
according to the shape of the curved side. The
solid line on the surface represents the trace of the
reference point. Five data set with acquisition
time of 2 seconds were recorded successively
during the measurement, and after data acquisi
tion the parameter estimation and the trace recon
struction were performed. Figure 14 shows the
finally reconstructed trace, where the solid line is
the measured trace and the dotted line is the given

6. Conclusion

A new method to detect the trace of comlex

movement of vehicle as a set of the approximated
circular arcs by using five optical line detectors
and fifth-order cross-correlation analysis has been

proposed. Concrete algorithms of the trace recon

struction were shown and their validity and use
fulness were demonstrated by preliminary experi

ments using the photograph of the real road and
the plate with load-like image pattern on the
surface.

In the experiments, monochrome photographs
of the real road and the plate with the randomly
distributed white and block pattern on the surface

have been used as the sham road, and their
movement was measured. The results shown clear
ly demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed
system.
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The implementation of the system on to the real
vehicle can be expected by realization of the real
time processing hardware. Also, this method may

be extended to measure more complex movement

by increasing the number of the line detectors and
using the corresponding high-order correlation
analysis.
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